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MAXIMIZING YOUR POTENTIAL

Potential is usually defined in terms of divine purpose and sovereign empowerment. In
essence, potential can rightly be defined in terms of sovereign potential because it is the
Creator who is ultimately credited for the productivity of that which was created. The creature is
engineered by the Creator with the potential of being productive which defines its created
purpose. In the Kingdom of God, the Creator desires to partner with the creature to help
manifest the engineered potential that He alone knows. Fulfillment of purpose takes place when
the creature partners with the Creator, becomes productive, and the engineered potential is
made manifest.

1. The ultimate goal of the born-again believer’s experience is this partnership with God to
manifest the hidden created potential that blesses others and glorifies God.

a. God cannot bring His will to pass in the earth without human partnership, permission,
and participation.

2. We must renew our thinking concerning our potential to know that through our
partnership and the Lordship of Jesus, we can maximize the Kingdom potential that
resides in us.

3. What is possible for you to accomplish in your life, in your family, in your finances and in
your career is dependent on your capacity to believe and act on what you believe.

4. Life is always choice driven and never desire or wish driven.

5. The will of God is not dependent on your past experiences, but solely on what the Word
of God says.

What Does It Mean to be Born-Again?

1. Being born again is not a physical rebirth, but it’s a spiritual rebirth. (John 3:1-6)

2. The term “born-again” is better translated “born from above.”

How to Accept Jesus as Your Savior?

1. The plan for salvation. (Romans 10:9-10)




